Disclaimer and Important Notices
▪

The information provided in this website is for general information only and nothing
contained in this website constitutes an invitation, offer or solicitation with respect to the entry
into transactions mentioned in this website or subscription, purchase or sale of any products,
services, securities or other financial instruments mentioned in this website or the taking of
any position or the adoption of trading strategy in respect of any asset class (e.g. currency,
interest rate, commodity, equity etc). The information provided in this website is not provided
with regard to your specific investment objectives, financial situation and your particular
needs. Unless specifically agreed in writing otherwise, DBS Bank Ltd., Hong Kong Branch and
DBS Bank (Hong Kong) Limited (“DBS”) accepts no liability whatsoever with respect to the use
of this website or its content.

▪

The information provided in this website may be subject to change without notice, and its
accuracy is not guaranteed, and it may be incomplete or condensed. Accordingly, no
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, completeness or
fairness of the information in this website. DBS is acting as a principal and not acting as your
advisor or agent when providing the general information in this website. The information in
this website does not purport to identify all of the risks (direct or indirect) or other material
considerations which may be relevant to you. Prior to making any decisions, you should make
your own assessments, conduct such investigations and determine (after consultation with
your advisors if you deem fit), the economic risks and merits, as well as the legal, tax,
accounting or other material characterisations and consequences of the transaction,
subscription, purchase or sale, as the case may be, and that you are able to assume these
risks. The information provided should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the
exercise of your own judgment.

▪

DBS, its related companies, their directors and/or employees may have positions in, and may
effect transactions in the underlying product(s) mentioned in this website. DBS may have
alliances or other contractual agreements with the provider(s) of the underlying product(s) to
market or sell its product(s). Where DBS’s related company is the product provider, such
related company may be receiving fees from investors. In addition, DBS, its related companies,
their directors and/or employees may also perform or seek to perform broking, investment
banking and other financial services for these product providers.

